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Abstract. Following Babai’s algorithm [2] for the string isomorphism prob-
lem, we determine that it is possible to write expressions of short length de-
scribing certain permutation cosets, including all permutation subgroups; this
is feasible both in the original version of the algorithm and in its CFSG-free
version, partially done by Babai [2, §13.1] and completed by Pyber [14]. The
existence of such descriptions gives a weak form of the Cameron-Maro´ti clas-
sification even without assuming CFSG. We also thoroughly explicate Babai’s
recursion process (as given in Helfgott [9]) and obtain explicit constants for
the runtime of the algorithm, both with and without the use of CFSG.
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1 Introduction
Let A be a finite set: the symmetric group Sym(A) is the group of all permutations
of A, and any subgroup G ≤ Sym(A) is called a permutation subgroup; a particular
permutation subgroup is the alternating group Alt(A), which is the index 2 sub-
group that collects the even permutations of A (i.e. the permutations obtainable as
products of an even number of two-element transpositions). If [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n},
we write Sym(n),Alt(n) for Sym([n]),Alt([n]).
Studying permutation subgroups is a rich part of today’s research in finite
group theory. The interest in permutations is even more understandable in light
of the Classification of Finite Simple Groups (CFSG): a simple group is a group
that has no nontrivial normal subgroup, and simple groups are usually seen as
the equivalent of prime numbers in group theory because of the Jordan-Ho¨lder
theorem; CFSG states that every finite simple group is either a cyclic group of
size p prime, Alt(n) for n ≥ 5, a group of Lie type or one of 26 exceptional groups.
CFSG has also many consequences, some of which we employ in the course of
our reasoning. For example, it is possible to give better classification theorems of
1The author was partially supported by the European Research Council under Programme
H2020-EU.1.1., ERC Grant ID: 648329 (codename GRANT).
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permutation subgroups using CFSG than not using it; on the other hand, while
CFSG is generally accepted it is also very unwieldy, so that proving results with-
out using CFSG is preferable to the alternative. Let us consider what we will
call Theorem 3.7, a consequence of a result by Cameron [4] and Maro´ti [12] that
describes all the primitive permutation groups as either having relatively small
size or being very close to a wreath product of alternating groups: compare it
with Pyber’s result [13] (Theorem 3.15), that manages to give a similar descrip-
tion only for doubly transitive subgroups. For the sake of clarity, we provide
definitions for the properties we have just mentioned: a permutation subgroup
G ≤ Sym(n) is transitive if for any two elements x, y ∈ [n] there exists a g ∈ G
with g(x) = y, and it is d-transitive if for any two d-tuples of distinct elements
(x1, . . . , xd), (y1, . . . , yd) ∈ [n]d there is a g ∈ G with g(xi) = yi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d
(a 2-transitive subgroup is also commonly called doubly transitive); moreover, a
transitive permutation subgroup G is primitive if there is no system of blocks (each
of size > 1 and < n) such that the image of any block under the action of any
permutation g ∈ G is another block: every doubly transitive group is primitive
and every primitive group is transitive, but in general the inverse implications are
not true.
The theorem by Cameron and Maro´ti is used in a recent result by Babai [2] on
the quasipolynomial procedure to solve the string and graph isomorphism problems
(with quasipolynomial we mean that it takes time nO(log
c n), where n is either the
length of the strings or the size of the graphs involved and c is some absolute
constant): Cameron-Maro´ti is the key passage to start the whole process and to
keep the recursion running, and as we just said it depends on CFSG. However, it
is possible to slightly modify Babai’s proof to make it independent from CFSG:
this modification process was initiated by Babai himself [2, §13.1] using Pyber’s
result; it was then completed by Pyber [14] who proved what is called Lemma 4.1
in [9] without resorting to the Schreier conjecture, thus making Babai’s algorithm
CFSG-free at the price of making the bound worse (although not much worse, as
Theorem 1.1 will show).
Babai’s algorithm is combinatorial in nature, although it is based on group-
theoretic results; on the other hand, the combinatorial techniques used by Babai
have also been used before to deduce consequences for permutation subgroups, such
as in [1]. It turns out that this is possible also in the case of Babai’s quasipoly-
nomial algorithm: since the procedure described by him is closely translatable to
the CFSG-free case, it is possible to give a description of permutation subgroups
that shares some characteristics of Cameron-Maro´ti even when CFSG is not avail-
able, simply by making any subgroup pass through the algorithm, in a way that
is delineated below.
While we are at it, we will accomplish other tasks. We will follow Helfgott’s
description of Babai’s result given in [9] (see also the original version [8] in French):
he makes the algorithm more explicit and proves that the procedure actually takes
time nO(log
2 n); we will make it even more explicit and determine the constants
in front of the logarithm, both in the CFSG and the CFSG-free case. Also, he
justifiably focuses the reader’s attention on the proof of the single steps that are in-
volved in the procedure, while only sketching the interstitial reasoning that details
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the recursion: in [9], this part is contained mostly in §3, §5.3, §6.2 and Appendix
A; conversely, we will concentrate on the jumping between the main processes
to delineate what the flow of the algorithm is, while using its individual theo-
rems/subroutines as black boxes whose validity and well-functioning is taken for
granted.
***
Let us start with a permutation subgroup G ≤ Sym(n). How “easy” is it to
describe? Or rather, what are the “easy” permutation subgroups and how can we
obtain all subgroups by building them out of the easy ones?
The easiest kind of subgroup that one can imagine would likely be a product of
symmetric groups: given a partition {[ni]}i of [n], in the sense that
∑
i ni = n, the
subgroup corresponding to
∏
i Sym(ni) (provided that we fix a way to partition [n]
into these [ni]) is very easily describable, in terms of generators, size, membership,
etc...; we are curious about the way in which we can assemble groups of this sort
to create G, or more generally a coset of G if possible. Specifically, given a certain
H =
∏
j Sym(nj) with
∑
j nj = n and a general G ≤ Sym(n), we are going to give
a description of cosets of the form G ∩Hσ in terms of easy subgroups; note that
this does not include all the possible permutation cosets: for example, G′η with
G′ transitive is of the form G ∩Hσ only if H = Sym(n), which implies that η is
the identity permutation. On the other hand, by the same reasoning we promptly
see that any subgroup G′ falls into this class of cosets. The reason why we restrict
to these cosets will lie in our use of Babai’s result.
Let us define now more rigorously what it means to build an expression for
G ∩Hσ starting from easy building blocks. Our atomic elements are:
(A) cosets Gσ of permutation subgroups G of the form Alt(⊔iAi)∩∏i Sym(Ai)
(where the Ai are disjoint sets).
So the atoms are defined to be the subgroups of the even permutations inside the
aforementioned “easiest subgroups”. In particular, the trivial subgroup {Id|Ω|} is
an atom, being simply Sym(1)|Ω|, and so are all singletons {σ}, being its cosets.
We declare the atoms to be well-formed. We can combine well-formed expres-
sions to form more complex ones; the legitimate ways to do it are the following
three.
(C1) Let N ≤ G ≤ Sym(A) with {σi}i a set of representatives of N in G, and
let H =
∏
j Sym(Aj) for some partition {Aj}j of A; suppose that for some
fixed σ ∈ Sym(A) the cosets N ∩Hσσ−1i are all well-formed: then G∩Hσ =⋃
i(N ∩Hσσ−1i )σi is also well-formed.
(C2) Let G ≤ Sym(A1) × Sym(A2); for i = 1, 2, let pii : G → Sym(Ai) be the
natural projections, let Hi =
∏
j Sym(Aij) for some partition {Aij}j of Ai,
and let σi ∈ Sym(Ai). Suppose that pi1(G) ∩ H1σ1 = Kτ is well-formed,
and suppose that pi2(pi
−1
1 (K)) ∩ H2σ2pi2(pi−11 (τ)) is well-formed too: then
G ∩ (H1 ×H2)(σ1, σ2) is well-formed.
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(C3) Let G ≤ Sym(A) be a well-formed subgroup, contained in ∏i Sym(Ai) for
some partition {Ai}i of A into equally sized parts; let σ1, σ2, σ′ be three
permutations of A and suppose that 〈{σ1, σ2}〉 permutes the Ai in the same
way as Alt(Γ) permutes
(
Γ
k
)
for some Γ, k: then 〈G ∪ {σ1, σ2}〉σ′ is also
well-formed.
Since the trivial subgroup is an atom, all subgroups G can be written as a
well-formed expression by (C1), choosing N = {Id|Ω|}, H = Sym(Ω) and any σ;
the point is how many atoms are sufficient in order to perform such a task, since
|G| is uninteresting as a lower bound for their number. Our main theorem gives a
way to build a well-formed expression of small length for G ∩Hσ.
Theorem 1.1. Let n ≥ 1 and let G ≤ Sym(n); let H ≤ Sym(n) be of the form
H =
∏
i Sym(Σi) for some partition {Σi}i of [n]. Then, for any σ ∈ Sym(n),
we can write an expression for G ∩ Hσ starting from atomic elements (A) and
combining them using (C1)-(C2)-(C3), such that the number of atomic elements
involved in the construction is bounded by n1+K log
2 n, where K = 110 if we assume
CFSG and K = 112 otherwise; the time necessary to find such an expression is
bounded by O(n11+K log
2 n).
The runtime claimed in the theorem above is in reality a bound on the runtime
for Babai’s algorithm: the construction process of the well-formed expression, as
illustrated in the following sections, is part of the description process necessary to
solve the string isomorphism problem; in the proof we will calculate the cost for
the latter, thus retrieving a bound for the former as well.
Setting aside the time issue, this theorem does not tell us anything surprising
if we assume CFSG. The result by Cameron and Maro´ti that we have already
referenced implies in its stronger form that any primitive permutation subgroup
either is small enough to be expressed as the union of ≤ nO(log2 n) singletons
(i.e. cosets of the identity) through (C1) or it has as large subgroup a wreath
product Alt(Γ) ≀ Alt(s) (in product action or primitive action [5, §4.3] [6, §2.7],
also called exponentiation of Alt(Γ) by Alt(s) [10, §4.1]) where Alt(Γ) acts on (Γ
k
)
,
so that it is susceptible of being described using repeatedly (C3); if the subgroup
is not primitive, it is not difficult to reduce to this case by working on each block
separately and then uniting/glueing together the pieces with (C1) and (C2).
Without assuming CFSG we also notice that, for doubly transitive permutation
subgroups, Theorem 1.1 would be a consequence of Pyber’s result: either such a
group is Sym(n) or Alt(n), or it has size ≤ nO(log2 n); the discussion goes basically
as above. Pyber’s result does not however say anything about subgroups that are
transitive but not doubly transitive; in this sense, Theorem 1.1 extends this CFSG-
free Cameron-Maro´ti-style description to this class of permutation subgroups as
well.
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2 Background
Definition 2.1. Let Ω be a finite set, let G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω → Σ be
two strings. The set of isomorphisms from x to y in G is defined as:
IsoG(x,y) = {g ∈ G|xg = y} = {g ∈ G|∀r ∈ Ω(x(r) = y(g(r)))}
The group of automorphisms of x in G is defined as AutG(x) = IsoG(x,x).
The sets of isomorphisms IsoG(x,y) are precisely the intersections G∩Hσ, H
being a product of smaller symmetric groups, that are featured in Theorem 1.1: in
fact, a permutation of Ω is in such a set if and only if it is in G and for every letter
of Σ it sends the preimage of that letter in x to its preimage in y. H is therefore∏
α∈x(Ω) Sym(x
−1(α)), and vice versa, given a product of symmetric groups and
a σ, it is possible to define x as being piecewise constant with a letter for each
symmetric group and then define y = xσ.
This also reveals how to find an expression for any permutation subgroup
G ≤ Sym(Ω): this corresponds to finding AutG(α|Ω|), where α|Ω| is the constant
string consisting of one letter repeated |Ω| times, or in other words to making the
algorithm run “in neutral” on a trivial string so as to capture only G.
Remark 2.2. Every time we describe IsoG(x,y) as a coset G
′τ , where G′ ≤
Sym(Ω) and τ ∈ Sym(Ω), G′ is actually AutG(x) and τ is an element of G sending
x to y.
In fact, since G′ is a subgroup of Sym(Ω) it contains the trivial permutation,
so that τ ∈ IsoG(x,y): this proves what we claimed about τ . If g ∈ G′ (so that
gτ sends x to y) then g fixes x since permutations are bijections and any x′ 6= x
will not be sent to y by τ ; therefore by definition g is also an element of AutG(x).
On the other hand, if σ ∈ AutG(x) then στ ∈ IsoG(x,y) = G′τ and σ ∈ G′; this
proves also that G′ = AutG(x).
We begin by providing several simple results on computations that we have
to constantly perform throughout the whole procedure. Before that, a couple of
definitions; if G ≤ Sym(Ω) and ∆ ⊂ Ω, the setwise stabilizer and the pointwise
stabilizer of ∆ are respectively:
G∆ = {g ∈ G|g(∆) = ∆}
G(∆) = {g ∈ G|∀r ∈ ∆(g(r) = r)}
We also write G(r1,...,ri) for G({r1,...,ri}). Trying to find the setwise stabilizer for a
generic ∆ is a task of difficulty comparable to producing IsoG(x,y) itself; on the
other hand, producing pointwise stabilizers is much easier (see Corollary 2.4e),
and we can walk down this route to obtain basic but useful algorithms.
Proposition 2.3 (Schreier-Sims algorithm). Let Ω = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} and let
G ≤ Sym(Ω) be provided with a set of generators A. Then there is an algorithm
that finds in time O(n5 + n3|A|) a set C of generators of G of size ≤ n2 such that
for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n−2 and for every coset of G(x1,...,xi,xi+1) inside G(x1,...,xi) there
exists a unique γ ∈ C that is a representative of that coset.
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Proof. See [11, §1.2] or [9, Alg. 1].
We will see that in our base cases corresponding to the atoms (A) the number
of generators will be polynomial in n, so that we will not have problems supposing
that the Schreier-Sims algorithm takes polynomial time in n; from now on, when we
talk about polynomial time (or size, or cost) we mean polynomial in n, the length
of the strings involved. It also happens at some point that we take the union of
several cosets, and the process produces sets of generators of size comparable to
the number of cosets (as described in Proposition 3.3); in that case, the time will
be more conspicuous: for instance, Corollary 3.8a and Proposition 3.16 entail a
cost of order mO(log
2 n)nO(1) for the filtering of generators through Schreier-Sims.
In any case, every time a G is already “given”, or has been “described” or
“determined”, or other similar locutions, we will suppose that it has a quadratic
number of generators thanks to Schreier-Sims (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
Proposition 2.3 provides us with many useful polynomial-time procedures, as
shown below.
Corollary 2.4. Let |Ω| = n and let G ≤ Sym(Ω) be provided with a set of gen-
erators A of polynomial size. Then the following tasks can be accomplished in
polynomial time:
(a) determine |G|;
(b) determine whether a certain g ∈ Sym(Ω) is in G;
(c) given a subgroup H ≤ G with index [G : H ] of polynomial size and given
a polynomial-time test that determines whether a certain g ∈ G is in H,
determine H and a representative of each coset of H in G;
(d) given a homomorphism ϕ : G → Sym(Ω′) with Ω′ of polynomial size and
given a subgroup H ≤ Sym(Ω′), determine ϕ−1(H), or given an element τ ∈
Sym(Ω′), determine an element of ϕ−1(τ);
(e) given a set S ⊆ Ω, determine G(S);
(f) provided that G acts transitively imprimitively on Ω and given a system of
blocks of its action on Ω, determine the stabilizer of this system;
Moreover, we can explicitly write in time O(n5 + n3|A| + n2|G|) all the elements
of G.
Proof. For parts (a)-(b)-(c) see [9, Ex. 2.1a-2.1b], based on [7, Cor. 1] and [11,
Lemma 1.2]; the representatives in part (c) are the elements of C−1 in [9, Ex. 2.1b].
Part (d) is similar to (c), see [9, Ex. 2.1c]; finding an element of the preimage of
a generator is a passage inside the proof of the procedure that finds ϕ−1(H), so
to solve the second issue we can take H = 〈τ〉. Finding pointwise stabilizers
G(S) is a byproduct of Schreier-Sims itself, so we simply have to order Ω so that
S = {x1, . . . , x|S|} and Proposition 2.3 will solve part (e) directly. Part (f) is an
application of (d): Ω′ will be the system of blocks (which means that |Ω′| < n)
and H = {Id|Ω′|}.
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The last statement is a consequence of the particular structure of the set of
generators C found through Schreier-Sims: C is divided into sets C0, . . . , Cn−2,
each consisting of the generators γ ∈ G(x1,...,xi) \ G(x1,...,xi+1), and each element
of G is written uniquely as a product γ0γ1 . . . γn−2 with γi ∈ Ci. There are |G|
such products, and each γiγi+1 is evidently computable in time O(n), whence the
result.
Let us include here the runtimes of the other items, too. Parts (a)-(b)-(e)
consist in using the Schreier-Sims algorithm at most twice with at most one more
generator, so the runtime is O(n5 + n3|A|). In Schreier-Sims, the time is more
explicitly of order n · (n2 · n2 + n2 · |A|), where n comes from the use of the
subroutine Filter in [9, Alg. 1] and n2 is the bound on the size of the final C; by
this analysis, part (c) employs time O(n2i+t + ni+t|A|), where i is the maximum
between 2 and the exponent of the index [G : H ] and t is the maximum between 1
and the exponent of the test time for H . For part (d), we use Schreier-Sims first on
G, then on each preimage of Sym(Ω′)(x′1,...,x′i), then we express each generator of
H as product of images of generators of G: this takes time O(n5s+n3|A|+nh+2s),
where s is the maximum between 2 and the exponent of |Ω′| and h is the exponent
of the number of generators ofH . Using (d), part (f) takes time O(n10+n3|A|).
All these polynomial costs will not be particularly relevant: in the course of our
reasoning we will not encounter an exponent of a polynomial cost that is larger than
14, and this is negligible against the nK log
2 n we have at the end. The constants
hidden in the big O notation are only depending on the cost of procedures like
reading, writing, comparing elements, etc...: we will not care about them, but just
carry them around inside the O.
Another important polynomial-time algorithm is the one illustrated in the fol-
lowing lemma: recalling the definition of transitivity and primitivity for permuta-
tion subgroups, it is clear that being able to quickly determine respectively orbits
and blocks of the actions of groups that do not present these two properties is a
beneficial skill for us to possess.
Lemma 2.5. Let |Ω| = n and G ≤ Sym(Ω). Then the orbits of the action of G
on Ω can be determined in time O(n3); also, if G is transitive but imprimitive,
a system of minimal blocks for the action of G on Ω can be determined in time
O(n4).
Proof. To determine the orbits, we follow [9, Ex. B.2]. Let A be a set of generators
of G, which by Schreier-Sims we can suppose is of size ≤ n2: the sets Ax = {xa|a ∈
A} for every x ∈ Ω can be determined in time O(n3). After that, we follow this
procedure: we start with any fixed x0 ∈ Ω and set ∆x0 = {x0} ∪ Ax0 ; we divide
the elements of ∆x0 in “examined” (at this stage, only x0) and “unexamined” (the
other elements of ∆x0). Then at every step we take an unexamined x ∈ ∆x0 and
we update ∆x0 by adding the elements of Ax to it: the newly added elements are
marked as unexamined, while x now is examined; the procedure stops when ∆x0
becomes the orbit {xg0|g ∈ G}. If there is an element x1 that has not yet been
considered, we define ∆x1 = {x1}∪Ax1 and go through the whole procedure again,
until we have considered all the elements of Ω: the final sets ∆x0 ,∆x1 , ...,∆xm are
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the orbits of the action of G on Ω; this part takes time O(n), so the runtime of
the whole algorithm is O(n3).
Suppose now thatG is transitive imprimitive: to determine the blocks we follow
[9, §2.1.2], which is based on an idea by Higman (through Sims and then Luks).
The idea in the previous case was basically to follow the edges of the Schreier graph
of G with set of generators A on Ω: we will do the same with different graphs now.
Our preparatory work this time consists in considering all the pairs {x, x′} ⊆ Ω
and constructing the sets Ax,x′ = {{xa, x′a}|a ∈ A} in time O(n4), forming a first
graph; then we fix x0 ∈ Ω and for every other x ∈ Ω we build the following graph:
the set of vertices is Ω and the edges are the pairs contained in the connected
component of {x0, x} of the first graph (finding the connected component takes
linear time in the number of vertices, so O(n2) here). In the newly formed graphs,
the connected components containing {x0, x} are the smallest blocks containing
{x0, x} (see [18, Prop. 4.4]; again, finding the connected components is a O(n)
routine): once we find among the blocks constructed from each x a block that
is properly contained in Ω, which exists for G imprimitive, we can find a whole
system by taking the other components of the graph given by the same x. The
system may not be minimal, but we have only to repeat the whole process working
with the set of blocks instead of Ω; since at each iteration the blocks are at least
twice the size of the ones at the previous step, eventually we reach a system that
has blocks of maximal size, i.e. a minimal system. The whole process works in
time O
(
n4 +
(
n
2
)4
+
(
n
22
)4
+ . . .
)
= O(n4).
Finally, we illustrate several equalities among different sets of isomorphisms
(employed here in a slightly more flexible way than Definition 2.1) that will allow
us to pass from difficult problems to easier ones, or to break down problems into
smaller ones.
Lemma 2.6. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω), σ ∈ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω→ Σ be two
strings. For ∆ ⊆ Ω invariant under G, σ, define the set of partial isomorphisms
Iso∆Gσ(x,y) as in Definition 2.1 with g ∈ Gσ and x(r) = y(g(r)) necessary only
for r ∈ ∆.
(a) We can pass from cosets to groups using:
Iso∆Gσ(x,y) = Iso
∆
G(x,y
σ−1 )σ
(b) We can split unions of cosets using:
Iso∆Gσ1∪Gσ2(x,y) = Iso
∆
Gσ1
(x,y) ∪ Iso∆Gσ2(x,y)
(c) We can split unions of windows using:
Iso∆1∪∆2Gσ (x,y) = Iso
∆2
G1
(x,yσ
−1
1 )σ1
where Iso∆1Gσ(x,y) = G1σ1.
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(d) For every g ∈ G, call g|∆ its restriction to ∆, defined by simply forgetting
what happens in Ω \∆ (since G lets ∆ invariant, this is well-defined); define
S|∆, H |∆,x|∆ for any S ⊆ G, H ≤ G, x : Ω → Σ analogously. For any
h ∈ G|∆, let h be any element of G whose restriction to G|∆ is h; if H ≤ G|∆,
define H analogously as the subgroup of G whose restriction to G|∆ is H (since
G lets ∆ invariant, H is indeed a subgroup).
We can eliminate windows using:
Iso∆G(x,y) = G
′σ
where IsoG|∆(x|∆,y|∆) = G′σ; this is independent from the choice of σ.
Proof. (a) It is easy from the definition: inside ∆, the permutation g = g′σ ∈ Gσ
sends x to y if and only if g′ sends xσ to y, i.e. if and only if it sends x to yσ
−1
.
(b) It is obvious from the definition, since both sides mean the exact same
thing, allowing in both cases g to be either in Gσ1 or in Gσ2.
(c) First, we obtain Iso∆1∪∆2Gσ (x,y) = Iso
∆2
G1σ1
(x,y) easily by examining the
definitions: both sides simply mean that g ∈ Gσ has to respect both windows
∆1,∆2. Then we get Iso
∆2
G1σ1
(x,y) = Iso∆2G1 (x,y
σ
−1
1 )σ1 from part (a).
(d) G′σ is the collection of permutations of ∆ that send x to y as far as ∆ is
able to perceive. Passing to the whole Ω by considering G′ and σ, the result is the
definition itself of Iso∆G(x,y).
3 The algorithm
During the whole process, we are working with a pair of strings of the same length
|Ω| and with a group G that respects a system of blocks in Ω; every time we go
through the various steps, we are going to either decrease the length of Ω, increase
the size of the blocks or decrease the size of G (in the sense that we will decrease
m where G ≤ Sym(m) as abstract groups).
Remark 3.1. The case of n small is trivial to examine, and could work as a base
case for our algorithm (although we actually follow another path): if n ≤ C for
some fixed constant C, then we can determine IsoG(x,y) in constant time with
constant number of generators.
To achieve this, just try all the permutations of G: we can write all its elements
in constant time by Corollary 2.4, then check whether each of them sends x to y.
If we do not find one, IsoG(x,y) is empty, otherwise after we find the first one (call
it τ) we check which elements of G fix x; the collection of all those that pass the
test are all the elements of AutG(x), and they also trivially form a set of generators
of AutG(x): since IsoG(x,y) = AutG(x)τ by Remark 2.2 (or by Lemma 2.6a and
Gτ = G), we are done.
As we already mentioned, the base case of the atoms (A) will be treated in a
different way, as exposed in Proposition 3.9. Here we need only to cover n = 1,
which is trivial: this is also an atom, as Sym(1) = Alt(1) = {Id1}; from now on
we can suppose n > 1.
Let us start now with the simplest of recursions, the one with G intransitive.
Proposition 3.2. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω → Σ be two
strings. If G is intransitive, we can reduce the problem of determining IsoG(x,y)
to determining sets IsoGi(xi,yi) such that
∑
i |xi| =
∑
i |yi| = n and each Gi is
transitive; the reduction takes time O(n11) and no multiplicative cost.
Proof. Let ∆ be an orbit induced by the action of G on Ω, nonempty and prop-
erly contained in Ω since G is intransitive; we can find orbits in time O(n3) by
Lemma 2.5. We call G1 = G|∆,x1 = x|∆,y1 = y|∆ the restriction of G,x,y to ∆,
as in Lemma 2.6d; we suppose that we can compute the set IsoG1(x1,y1) = H1τ1.
As in Lemma 2.6d, we will use α to indicate the object (or an object) whose re-
striction to a subset of Ω is α: this subset will be either ∆ or Ω \∆, depending on
α; by Corollary 2.4d with s = h = 2, finding α from α takes time O(n10).
First, by Lemma 2.6d we have Iso∆G(x,y) = H1τ1; then by Lemma 2.6c:
IsoG(x,y) = Iso
Ω\∆
H1
(x,yτ1
−1
)τ1 (3.1)
If we can compute:
IsoH1|Ω\∆(x|Ω\∆,yτ1
−1 |Ω\∆) = K1υ1 (3.2)
we can use again Lemma 2.6d to plug (3.2) inside (3.1) and obtain IsoG(x,y) =
K1υ1τ1. The whole process reduces in time O(n
10) the determination of IsoG(x,y)
to the determination of Iso sets on the shorter pieces ∆,Ω \∆.
We can repeat the same procedure on the Iso in (3.2): notice that the group
and the strings are all defined on Ω \∆, so if the group H1|Ω\∆ is intransitive we
again have a ∆′ ( Ω\∆, a group G2 = H1|∆′ and strings x2 = x|∆′ ,y2 = yτ1−1 |∆′
and we continue as before. This happens at most n times.
In the end, we have spent time O(n11) and computed sets IsoGi(xi,yi): each
Gi is defined in a way that makes it transitive, because we always restrict to an
orbit, and each xi,yi is the restriction of strings x,y
σ to a different part of Ω, so
that the sum of their lengths is n.
The partition of Ω into the orbits of the action of G, and the reduction of the
problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to problems on shorter strings, corresponds (in
reverse, so to speak) to the glueing process of cosets on disjoint sets featured in
(C2).
Then, let us continue tackling the next route to recursion, the case of G im-
primitive.
Proposition 3.3. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω → Σ be two
strings. If G is transitive but imprimitive, call N the stabilizer of a minimal set of
blocks: then we can reduce the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to computing the
elements of G/N and determining |G/N | sets IsoN (x,yi) (where N is intransitive);
the reduction takes time O(|G/N |n10) and no multiplicative cost.
Proof. Let {Bj}j be a minimal system of blocks for G (it is not a trivial partition
since G is imprimitive), which we can retrieve in time O(n4) by Lemma 2.5. Let
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N be the stabilizer of this system: by Corollary 2.4f, we can compute it in time
O(n10).
Write G =
⋃
iNσi, where each σi is a representative of a coset of N , so that
the number of elements σi is |G/N |; if we know all the elements of G/N , we
can determine each σi in time O(n
10) by Corollary 2.4d with s = h = 2. By
Lemma 2.6a-2.6b:
IsoG(x,y) =
⋃
i
IsoN (x,y
σ
−1
i )σi
so we only have to compute the IsoN (x,y
σ
−1
i ) now; after having done so, we have
a description of those sets as Hτi where H = AutN (x) is generated by a certain
set S, and:
IsoG(x,y) =
⋃
i
Hτiσi = 〈S ∪ {τiσiσ−11 τ−11 }i〉τ1σ1
Finally, we can filter the set S∪{τiσiσ−11 τ−11 }i using the Schreier-Sims algorithm in
time O(n5+n3(n2+|G/N |)) to obtain a description of IsoG(x,y) with quadratically
many generators, and the claim is proved.
This process, that essentially reduces the problem to a case-by-case examina-
tion, corresponds in reverse to the union of cosets featured in (C1). Proposition 3.3
cannot be used directly, as a case-by-case reduction is very expensive in general:
nevertheless, seeing this reduction process is useful, as it is used when G/N is
especially small (Corollary 3.8a, Proposition 3.16).
Before going to the key steps of the main algorithm, we introduce a couple of
combinatorial lemmas that will be useful in the future. The spirit behind them is
to be able to start with the set
(
Γ
k
)
of all the k-subsets of some Γ and:
(a) in one case, after finding a partition of Γ, transfer the partition to
(
Γ
k
)
itself
(Lemma 3.4);
(b) in the other case, after identifying Γ with another
(
Γ′
k′
)
, use this identification
to partition
(
Γ
k
)
(Lemma 3.6).
In the following, a coloured partition of a set is a partition in which each part
is assigned a colour. A permutation subgroup respects a coloured partition if it
respects both the partition and the colouring: in other words, for any permutation
in the group, the image of any part of a given colour is another part of the same
colour.
Lemma 3.4. Let |Γ| = m and let B = (Γ
k
)
, with k ≤
√
m
logm ; suppose that
G ≤ Sym(Γ) acts on Γ in such a way that there is a coloured partition C of Γ
respected by G and whose parts are of size ≤ α|Γ| (for some α ≤ 23 ). Then either
m ≤ 1045 or B has a coloured partition C′, respected by the natural action of G on
B, whose parts are of size ≤ 23 |B|.
Proof. Starting from the partition C of Γ, we can naturally construct the following
partition C′ of B: each part of C′ collects the elements of B (i.e. the k-subsets of Γ)
that intersect each part of C with a specific intersection size; C′ is also naturally a
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coloured partition: if in a given part A′ ∈ C′ the ordered tuple of intersection sizes
with parts Ai ∈ C′ is (ki)i, we can give to A′ the colour given by the ordered tuple
of unordered tuples of intersection sizes for all parts of the same colour for every
colour of C (remember, the fact that G respects C means that different colours will
not mix but different parts of the same colour can be sent to each other).
Now we must prove the claim about the size of the parts A′j ∈ C′. Fix any
part A′0 ∈ C′: from what we said above, all the k-subsets belonging to A′0 are
intersecting the parts of C in the same number of points, so fix a part A0 ∈ C
whose intersection with them is of a certain size a > 0. The number of k-subsets
of Γ intersecting A0 in a points is
(|A0|
a
)(
m−|A0|
k−a
)
, so this is an upper bound for
|A′0|: we just have to prove that this number is at most 23
(
m
k
)
(for m large enough).
If k = 1 the task is already accomplished: in this case in fact we also have
a = 1 and then |A0| ≤ αm ≤ 23m. From now on, k > 1.
Let us call |A0| = βm, where β ≤ α ≤ 23 . Then:(
βm
a
)(
(1− β)m
k − a
)
=
1
k!
(
k
a
)
βm(βm − 1) . . . (βm− a+ 1) ·
·(1− β)m((1 − β)m− 1) . . . ((1 − β)m− k + a+ 1)
First, since β < 1 we have obviously βm− i < β(m− i) for all 0 ≤ i < a. On the
other hand, for 0 ≤ i < k − a:
(1− β)m− i
(1− β)(m − i− a) = 1 +
a− (i+ a)β
(1 − β)(m− i− a) ≤ 1 +
a
m− i− a ≤
≤ 1 + k
m− k < 1 +
2k
m
so that:(
βm
a
)(
(1− β)m
k − a
)
<
1
k!
(
k
a
)
βam(m− 1) . . . (m− a+ 1) ·
·(1 − β)k−a(m− a) . . . (m− k + 1)
(
1 +
2k
m
)k−a
=
=
(
m
k
)(
k
a
)
βa(1− β)k−a
(
1 +
2k
m
)k−a
(3.3)
The last factor can be easily bounded in the following way:(
1 +
2k
m
)k−a
<
(
1 +
2√
m logm
)k
=
=
(
1 +
2√
m logm
)√m logm
2 · 2k√m logm
<
< e
2
logm
Let us treat the rest now. We are going to prove that:(
k
a
)
βa(1 − β)k−a ≤ 1
2
(3.4)
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First, we start with the case k ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ a ≤ k − 2, implying that a ≥ 2,
k − a ≥ 2 with at least one being a strict inequality. We have:
(1− β)a
β(k − a+ 1) +
β(k − a)
(1 − β)(a+ 1) =
(1 − β)2a(a+ 1) + β2(k − a)(k − a+ 1)
β(1 − β)(a+ 1)(k − a+ 1) >
>
(1 − β)2a2 + β2(k − a)2
β(1− β)a(k − a) ·
a
a+ 1
k − a
k − a+ 1
The first fraction is of the form x
2+y2
xy
, which is = (x−y)
2
xy
+ 2 ≥ 2; as for the other
two, they are both ≥ 23 and at least one is ≥ 34 : therefore the whole product is≥ 1. This means that:
1 = (β + 1− β)k =
k∑
a′=0
(
k
a′
)
βa
′
(1− β)k−a′ >
>
∑
a′∈{a−1,a,a+1}
(
k
a′
)
βa
′
(1− β)k−a′ =
=
(
k
a
)
βa(1− β)k−a
(
(1− β)a
β(k − a+ 1) + 1 +
β(k − a)
(1− β)(a+ 1)
)
≥
≥ 2
(
k
a
)
βa(1 − β)k−a
and (3.4) is proved in this case. For k = 4 and a = 2:
2(1− β)
3β
+
2β
3(1− β) =
2
3
(1 − β)2 + β2
β(1 − β) ≥
4
3
> 1
and we are done as before. Now, let a = 1 or a = k− 1: we can suppose a = k− 1
by exchanging the role of β and 1 − β if necessary (although we cannot use the
bound β ≤ 23 anymore); kβk−1(1 − β) has a maximum in β = 1 − 1k , in which it
is equal to k
k−1
(
1− 1
k
)k
. The factor
(
1− 1
k
)k
is bounded from above by 1
e
, so for
k ≥ 4 we obtain the bound < 12 ; for k = 2, 3 we just check directly obtaining 12 , 49
respectively. Finally, let a = k: then we have just βk, which is ≤ β2 ≤ 49 , and
(3.4) is proved for all cases.
Plugging our results into (3.3):(
βm
a
)(
(1− β)m
k − a
)
<
(
m
k
)
1
2
e
2
logm
and for m ≥ 1046 we obtain 12e
2
logm < 23 .
Remark 3.5. Lemma 3.4 is where we choose our constants: in order to obtain 23
(a mildly arbitrary constant inherited from [9]) we suppose m ≥ 1046, and in most
cases we will treat easily and separately the case of m smaller than such constant.
Also, given that the case of m ≤ C log2 n for some C is also often treated in
the same way, throughout the algorithm (starting from Corollary 3.8a) we will set
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C = 22 because it is the smallest integer for which the conditions C log2 n < m ≤ n
imply m,n ≥ 1046; 22 is also small enough to not have an impact on the final cost
of the algorithm, as it will be possible to see in the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 3.6. Let Γ′ be a set, let Γ =
(
Γ′
k′
)
for some 2 ≤ k′ ≤ |Γ′|2 , and let B =
(
Γ
k
)
for some 2 ≤ k ≤ |Γ|2 ; suppose that |Γ′| = m′ ≥ 12. Let any permutation of Γ′
induce the natural permutations of Γ and B; then any H ≤ Sym(Γ′) divides B into
a system of orbits and/or blocks such that each part is ≤ 12 |B|.
Proof. Let ∆ be any orbit of B under the action given in the statement. Any
element x ∈ ∆ is a k-set of k′-sets of elements of Γ′: since every x′ ∈ ∆ can be
sent to x by some permutation induced by some h ∈ H , all the elements of ∆ are
constructed respecting the same equalities among the elements of their elements
(for example, if there are a1, a2 ∈ x with b1, b2, b3 ∈ a1 ∩ a2, then any x′ also has
a′1, a
′
2 with b
′
1, b
′
2, b
′
3 ∈ a′1 ∩ a′2, and so on). Every orbit ∆ is therefore contained in
the subset Br ⊆ B of elements of B respecting some given set of relations r; if we
prove that either Br is of size ≤ 12 |B| or can be divided into blocks with the same
property, the same will hold for ∆ and we would be done.
For any x ∈ Br, let A(x) ⊆ Γ′ be the set of the elements of all the elements of
x, with |A(x)| = a (a does not depend on x since it is determined by the relations
r); we divide Br into blocks, where each of them collects all the x with the same
A(x): these are really blocks, in the sense that the elements of Br inside them move
together under the action of H since this movement depends ultimately on where
A(x) is moved inside Γ′. We have to exclude that the so formed block system is
trivial, i.e. that either the blocks have size 1 or that the whole Br is a block: if we
do it, we are done.
Having blocks of size 1 means that each x already collects all the possible k′-
subsets of its own A(x), so that x is its own only permutation under Sym(A(x)):
this means that k =
(
a
k′
)
and that Br has
(
m′
a
)
elements, one for each A(x). B
has
(|Γ|
k
)
elements, where |Γ| = (m′
k′
)
, so to prove the statement in this case it is
sufficient to prove that: (
m′
a
)
≤ 1
2
((m′
k′
)(
a
k′
)) (3.5)
and we would have shown that Br is small.
Since k ≥ 2 there are at least two distinct k′-subsets of Γ′ participating in the
formation of A(x), so a > k′ and then a ≤ ( a
k′
)
; we also recall the easy bounds(
x
y
)y
≤ (x
y
) ≤ ( ex
y
)y
. Then, since m′ ≥ 12, 2 ≤ k′ ≤ m′2 , k ≤ |Γ|2 and
(
11
2e
)a
> 2,
we obtain:
((m′
k′
)(
a
k′
)) ≥ ((m′k′ )
a
)
≥
((
m′
k′
)
a
)a
≥
( 11
2 m
′
a
)a
> 2
(
em′
a
)a
≥ 2
(
m′
a
)
(3.6)
and (3.5) is proved.
Having Br as a whole block means that all the x ∈ Br are coming from the
same A(x); as Br just collects all elements of B with the same relations, with no
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other discriminating condition, A(x) must be the whole Γ′. For each x ∈ Br and
γ ∈ Γ′, call N(γ, x) the number of elements of x that contain γ: the multiset
{N(γ, x)|γ ∈ Γ′} is independent from x, since it is a reflection of the relations of
Br.
Suppose first that such multiset has all equal elements, i.e. every γ is contained
in the same number N of k′-subsets of Γ′ belonging to a fixed x (or to any x, given
our hypotheses): this is a rather constraining condition in B, so we will show that
Br is small. Consider the set C1 ⊆ B of all x with multiset {N,N,N, . . . , N}
(m′ times), so that Br ⊆ C1, and consider the set C2 ⊆ B of all x with multiset
{N+1 . . . , N+1, N−1 . . . , N−1, N, . . . , N}, where the number k′′ ofN+1 is equal
to the number of N − 1 and runs among all 1 ≤ k′′ ≤ k′: construct the bipartite
graph C1∪C2 where {x1, x2} is an edge if and only if we can change exactly one k′-
subset inside x1 to obtain x2. Every x1 ∈ C1 has k
((
m′
k′
)− k) ≥ (m′
k′
)
neighbours,
since we can move each of the k′-subsets of x1 to any of the k′-subsets that are
not already in x1 and obtain some (distinct) element of C2; on the other hand, the
number of neighbours of a given x2 is at most
(
m′−2k′′
k′−k′′
)
: in fact, each k′-subset
that contains all the γ with N + 1 can be moved only in one way to produce an
element of C1, namely by replacing the γ with N + 1 with the γ with N − 1 and
fixing the other ones, and the number of such subsets is bounded by
(
m′−2k′′
k′−k′′
)
.
Provided that bi ≤ 12ai, a1 ≤ a2 and b1 ≤ b2 imply
(
a1
b1
) ≤ (a2
b2
)
; therefore:
(
m′
k′
)
|C1| ≤ |{edges of C1 ∪ C2}| ≤
(
m′ − 2k′′
k′ − k′′
)
|C2| ≤
(
m′
k′
)
|C2|
and since C1 and C2 are disjoint we obtain |Br| ≤ 12 |B|.
Now suppose that the multiset {N(γ, x)|γ ∈ Γ′} has at least two distinct
elements; take the least frequent of these elements (or the smallest of the least
frequent ones, if more than one exists), say that there are k′′ of them with k′′ ≤
m′
2 <
kk′
2 : the second inequality comes from the fact that A(x) = Γ
′, implying
that kk′ ≥ m′, and that equality is excluded because it would imply N(γ, x) = 1
regardless of γ. Call A′(x) the set of γ with this specified N for x; A′(x) is properly
contained in Γ′, so there must exist elements x with different A′(x): we collect
elements x ∈ B based on their A′(x), and as we said before for A(x) this forms a
system of blocks, which are not the whole B since A′(x) 6= Γ′. We have to exclude
that this system has blocks of size 1.
Assume that these blocks have indeed size 1, which means that |Br| =
(
m′
k′′
)
(one element for each A′(x)); as before, we have to prove that:
(
m′
k′′
)
≤ 1
2
((m′
k′
)
k
)
When k′′ ≤ k′ we have ((m′k′ )
k
) ≥ ((m′k′′)
k
)
> 2
(
m′
k′′
)
, and when k′′ ≤ k we can say((m′k′ )
k
) ≥ ((m′k′ )
k′′
)
and continue as in (3.6), so we can assume k′′ > k, k′; this also
excludes the cases k = 2 and k′ = 2, using k′′ < kk
′
2 . Let us start with the case
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m′
k′ > 4; using k ≥ ⌈m
′
k′ ⌉, the bounds on binomial coefficients and m′ ≥ 12:((m′
k′
)
k
)
≥
((m′
k′
)
⌈m′
k′ ⌉
)
≥
(
m′
k′
) (k′−1)m′
k′
> 4
2
3m
′
> 2(
√
2e)m
′ ≥ 2
(
m′
⌊m′2 ⌋
)
≥ 2
(
m′
k′′
)
Similarly, for 3 < m
′
k′ ≤ 4 (implying k ≥ 4):((m′
k′
)
k
)
≥
((m′
k′
)
4
)
≥ 4m′−4 ≥ 4 23m′ > 2
(
m′
k′′
)
For 2 ≤ m′
k′ ≤ 3 and k ≥ 4:((m′
k′
)
k
)
≥
((m′
k′
)
4
)
≥ 3
4
3m
′
44
≥ 4 23m′ > 2
(
m′
k′′
)
Finally, for 2 ≤ m′
k′ ≤ 3 and k = 3, we can first check directly that:((m′
k′
)
3
)
≥
(( m′
⌈m′3 ⌉
)
3
)
≥ 2
(
m′
⌊m′2 ⌋
)
≥ 2
(
m′
k′′
)
for each 12 ≤ m′ < 16, while for m′ ≥ 16:((m′
k′
)
3
)
≥ 3m′−3 > 2(
√
2e)m
′ ≥ 2
(
m′
k′′
)
Since m
′
k′ ≥ 2 is always true, this covers all cases and concludes the proof.
We are now at a point where we must introduce the cornerstone of the al-
gorithm, the group-theoretic result thanks to which the branching into different
cases starts and the recursion is performed. Actually, as anticipated, we have two
of them: Theorem 3.7 assumes CFSG and Theorem 3.15 does not; consequently,
henceforth we split our reasoning into two different parts, according to our atti-
tude towards CFSG: the two approaches present many points of contact with each
other nevertheless, enough to make the proof of the main theorem virtually the
same both times.
3.1 The algorithm, assuming CFSG
Let us start immediately with our theoretic main tool.
Theorem 3.7. Let |A| = a and let G ≤ Sym(A). Assume CFSG. If G is primitive,
then one of the following alternatives holds:
(a) |G| ≤ C(a) = max{C0, a1+log2 a} for C0 = 244823040;
(b) there is a system A of (possibly size 1) blocks of A with |A| = (b
t
) ≤ a and there
is a G′ E G with [G : G′] ≤ a and preserving A, such that we can construct
in time O(n10) a bijection ϕ between A and the set (B
t
)
of t-subsets of a b-set
B in a way that makes G′ isomorphic to Alt(B), with the action of G′ on A
agreeing with the natural action induced by Alt(B) on
(
B
t
)
.
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Proof. This theorem is a consequence of a stronger group-theoretic result proved
by Cameron [4] and improved by Maro´ti [12]: the proof depends on CFSG, and the
constant C0 is necessary because of the presence of four exceptional groups that
escape both the bound in r and the isomorphism with Alt, namely the Mathieu
groups M11,M12,M23,M24 (the largest one being M24, of size C0).
As for the polynomial-time construction of ϕ, it is described in [3, §4] (see also
[9, §2.8]). The procedure NATURAL ACTION thereby described produces a set
D divided into blocks {Bi|i ∈ I} such that the elements of A correspond to subsets
of D of a certain form; our B is any of the Bi (say B1) and if pi : G→ Sym(I) is
the map describing how G permutes the Bi then our G
′ is pi−1(Sym(I)(1)). All the
passages involved in finding B and G′ and constructing ϕ come from Corollary 2.4
and Lemma 2.5 (on sets of size at most |A|2): together, they cost at most time
O(n10) as claimed.
When we start the whole algorithm to compute IsoG(x,y), we can divide G
into its orbits and blocks (if G is intransitive or imprimitive) in time O(n4) by
Lemma 2.5, and then treat the intransitive case thanks to Proposition 3.2: there-
fore we can suppose that G is transitive and acts primitively on some system of
blocks B that we are able to assume to be known.
Corollary 3.8. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω→ Σ be two strings; let
B be a system of blocks of Ω with 1 < |B| = r ≤ n, on which G acts primitively:
call N the stabilizer of the system B, and suppose that there are a set Γ of size
m and a bijection between B and (Γ
k
)
(for some k) such that the action of G/N
on B corresponds to the action of some transitive subgroup H ≤ Sym(Γ) on (Γ
k
)
.
Assume CFSG. Then we can reduce the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to one
of the following problems:
(a) determining ≤ m22 log2 n sets of isomorphisms IsoM (x,yi), where M EN sta-
bilizes all blocks, in time O(m22 log
2 nn10) and at no multiplicative cost;
(b) determining ≤ m sets of isomorphisms IsoG′(x,yi), where G′ respects a system
of orbits and/or blocks B′ strictly coarser than B and whose parts are of size
≤ 23 |Ω|, in time O(n10) and at no multiplicative cost;
(c) determining ≤ m sets of isomorphisms IsoG′(x,yi), where G′/N acts on B in
the same way as Alt(Γ′) acts on
(
Γ′
k′
)
(where |Γ′| = m′ > 22 log2 n), in time
O(n10) and at no multiplicative cost.
Proof. Before we start, we point out that we hypothesize the existence of Γ in the
statement (or, from another perspective, the fact that k may be ≥ 2) because we
want to leave open the possibility that we are returning to this situation after hav-
ing already been through this step before and found a bijection as in Theorem 3.7b
(using the theorem itself or by other means) that we have then carried forth until
this moment, as it may happen. In any case, either we are provided with such
Γ, k,B, N from past procedures, or in their absence we can determine B, N in time
O(n10) by Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.4f (setting B = Ω if G is primitive) and
then impose Γ = B and k = 1.
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As it can be imagined, we want to use Theorem 3.7 on A = Γ. First, H must
be primitive: if it were not, then its action on
(
Γ
k
)
would also be imprimitive (even
intransitive, if k > 1) and this contradicts our hypothesis on G; hence we can
actually use the theorem. The generators of G (at most n2 in number) can be
seen as generators of G/N ≃ H and can be processed through Schreier-Sims to
determine |H | in time O(n5) by Corollary 2.4a, so that we are able to determine
whether we are in case (a) or (b) of Theorem 3.7.
If we are in case (a), we can write all the elements of H in time O(n5+C(m)n2)
by Corollary 2.4 and we are exactly in the situation described in Proposition 3.3
(with the computation of all the elements of H ≃ G/N already taken care of).
This falls into case (a) of the present corollary: we have N =M for the subgroup;
also, for n ≤ 3 obviously |G/N | ≤ m! ≤ m22 log2 n, while for n ≥ 4 both C0 <
222 log
2 4 ≤ m22 log2 n and m1+log2m < m22 log2 n, so the bound on the number of
problems holds. The runtime, in light of the previous reasoning on C(m), is also
O(m22 log
2 nn10) as required.
If we are in case (b), there is some H ′ E H with [H : H ′] ≤ m acting on a
partition Γo of Γ as Alt(Γ′) acts on
(
Γ′
k′
)
for some |Γ′| = m′ and some k′ ≥ 1:
Γo,Γ′, k′ and the action are all found in time O(n10), as we already said. First,
suppose that m ≤ 22 log2 n: then |G/N | < mm ≤ m22 log2 n, and repeating what
we did before we retrieve again case (a).
Now suppose that m > 22 log2 n and that Γo is a nontrivial partition: as
observed in Remark 3.5 we have m ≥ 1046, and the hypothesis on Γo makes it
into a coloured partition (with only one colour) whose parts are of size ≤ 12 |Γ|; to
use Lemma 3.4, we still have to prove that k ≤
√
m
logm . For k = 1 this is true
for any m, so suppose that k > 1. Obviously we can assume that m ≥ 2k: in
fact there is a natural identification between
(
Γ
k
)
and
(
Γ
|Γ|−k
)
, just by taking the
complement of each of their elements; therefore:
n ≥
(
m
k
)
≥
(m
k
)k
≥ 2k =⇒ k ≤ 1
log 2
logn =⇒ m > k2 · 22 log2 2 > k2
and using this new bound again:
n ≥
(
m
k
)
≥
(m
k
)k
> kk =⇒ logn > k log k
The function f(y) = y√
log y
is increasing and f(k log k) > k for k > 1, therefore
using k log k < logn ≤
√
1
22m we get k <
√
m
22 log
√
1
22m
<
√
m
logm (where m ≥
1046 is amply sufficient to satisfy the second inequality). Now we are free to use
Lemma 3.4, which makes us fall into case (b) of the present corollary.
Finally, let us have m > 22 log2 n and Γo = Γ: since m ≥ 1046 and m = (m′
k′
)
,
we havem′ ≥ 12 regardless of our choice of k′. If both k and k′ are > 1, we can use
Lemma 3.6 and we fall again into case (b). If k′ = 1, then Γ′ = Γ and H ′ acts as
Alt(Γ) on Γ itself, thus acting as Alt(Γ) on
(
Γ
k
) ≃ B. If k = 1, then Γ = B and H ′
acts as Alt(Γ′) on
(
Γ′
k′
) ≃ B; if m′ ≤ 22 log2 n we reduce again to case (a) exactly
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as before, so m′ > 22 log2 n. In both cases, whether k′ = 1 or k = 1, we can take
the pullback G′ of H ′ in G (in time O(n10) by Corollary 2.4d) and G′/N ≃ H ′ will
satisfy the requirements of case (c) of this corollary: in fact [G : G′] = [H : H ′] and
we can obtain (a preimage of) all the elements of G/G′ in time O(n10), continuing
then with IsoG(x,y) =
⋃
i IsoG′(x,y
σ
−1
i )σi as in Proposition 3.3.
We point out that [9] uses actually a bound on m of the form m > C logn
for the case equivalent to our case (c). In order to follow our line of thought we
need a stronger bound, quadratic in logn, because otherwise we obtain a weaker
inequality than k ≤
√
m
logm and then Lemma 3.4 does not work: the issue is with
the last factor in (3.3), which needs to decrease with the growth ofm; [9] treats the
problem incorrectly (as of version 1, October 2017) in §4.2. A bound m > C logn
is more than we need to obtain the bound on the runtime of the form nO(log
2 n)
anyway: as observed in [9, §3.1], it is consistent even with a nO(logn) runtime, to
this day unproven.
After we have reached case (a) in the previous corollary, we can simply go
through Proposition 3.2 and reduce to examinate each block singularly: this makes
n decrease, and we return to the top of this corollary. After case (b), Ω is divided
into orbits and blocks that are coarser than the original B: this makes n decrease
or the block size increase (or both). Case (c) is the one we will examine in the
following results.
Proposition 3.9. Let |Ω| = n, and let the action of G ≤ Sym(Ω) on Ω be as in
Corollary 3.8c, i.e. there is a system of blocks B with stabilizer N such that G/N
acts on it as Alt(Γ) acts on
(
Γ
k
)
, where |Γ| = m and |B| = (m
k
)
. If k = 1 and the
blocks have size 1, the set IsoG(x,y) can be determined in time O(n
6) with at most
n2 generators.
Proof. Having k = 1 means that Γ = Ω, and having block size 1 means that
G = G/N ≃ Alt(Γ) = Alt(Ω). This is a trivial case: if x and y do not send the
same number of elements of Ω to the same letter of the alphabet Σ, the set is
empty.
Otherwise, we first obtain AutSym(Ω)(x) as a product
∏
i Sym(∆i), where the
∆i are the parts of Ω whose elements are sent by x to the same letter: more
precisely, for each generator of Sym(∆i) we find the corresponding element in
Sym(Ω)(Ω\∆i), and then we take the union of these preimages for all i; each
Sym(∆i) can be described by two generators, a transposition and a cycle of length
|∆i|, therefore up until now we are working with ≤ 23n generators. Then, we find
H = AutAlt(Ω)(x): by Corollary 2.4c, since the index is ≤ 2 and the test to prove
whether a permutation is even is linear-time (just by computing the length of the
cycles), we obtain polynomially many generators of H in time O(n5); more pre-
cisely, the number of generators is at most
(
2
3n+ 1
)3
by Schreier’s lemma ([16], see
for example [17, Lemma 4.2.1]) and we can reduce it to ≤ n2 using Schreier-Sims
and spending time O(n6) by Proposition 2.3.
Finally we take any bijection pi : Ω→ Ω sending elements sent to each letter of
Σ by x to the elements sent to the same letter by y. If this bijection is in Alt(Ω)
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we have IsoG(x,y) = Hpi; if it is not, there are two possibilities: if there is a letter
that appears twice in the strings (say x(r1) = x(r2)) we have IsoG(x,y) = Hτpi
where τ is the transposition (r1 r2), otherwise the set is empty again.
The situation described in Proposition 3.9 (apart from the case of n = 1 taken
care of in Remark 3.1) is the only true base case of the whole algorithm; the rest of
the time, the procedure either stops and gives ∅ as a result or it reduces to simpler
cases, until we arrive to the one given above. Proposition 3.9 corresponds to the
case of the atom (A) in the main theorem.
Let us see what happens aside from the base case.
Theorem 3.10. Let |Ω| = n, let x : Ω → Σ be a string, and let the action of
G ≤ Sym(Ω) on Ω be as in Corollary 3.8c, i.e. there is a system of blocks B such
that G acts on it as Alt(Γ) acts on
(
Γ
k
)
, where |Γ| = m and |B| = (m
k
)
. Assume
CFSG; suppose also that m > 22 log2 n. Then we can reduce to one of the following
cases:
(a) Γ has a canonical coloured partition in which each part has size ≤ 12 |Γ|;
(b) there is a canonical set S ⊆ Γ of size > 12 |Γ| such that for any σ ∈ Alt(S)
there is an element of AutG(x) that induces σ on S;
(c) at a multiplicative cost of at most m57.16569 logn, either:
(c1) Γ has a coloured partition in which each part has size ≤ 23 |Γ|, or
(c2) there are two disjoint sets V1, V2 ⊆ Γ, with V2 divided into a system of
blocks G with (|G|
k′
)
= |V1| ≥ 23 |Γ| for some k′ ≥ 2, and there is a bijection
between V1 and
(G
k′
)
such that if a g ∈ G induces a permutation σ ∈
Sym(G) of the blocks then it also induces the corresponding permutation
of V1 through the identification of its elements with the k
′-subsets of G.
The time necessary for this reduction is the cost of 12m
2anaa! calls of the whole
algorithm for strings of length n
a
where 1log 2 logn < a < 1.73036 logn and for a
group that is abstractly inside Sym(m), plus some additional time O(m3an11).
Proof. The proof is the entire §§5-6 of [9], especially §6.2. The time claimed in the
statement is the time required to produce the “local certificates” in §6.1 and to
make them pass through the Design Lemma in §5.1 and Split-or-Johnson in §5.2,
together with other minor costs. For each pair of ordered a-tuples of elements of
Γ, we call the algorithm 12naa! times for shorter strings as claimed; the production
of each local certificate involves also procedures as in Corollary 2.4, repeated at
most na! times (at most n iterations to make the window W grow and for each
of the a! representatives of the pointwise stabilizer of T in the setwise stabilizer;
see §6.1.1 for details): given that a! < aa < m 12a from our hypotheses on a,m,
this part gives an additional time bounded by O(m3an11). After the production
of the certificates, the heaviest costs come from the use of the Weisfeiler-Leman
algorithm (Alg. 3, see also [19]), which entails spending O(a2m2a+1 logm) time;
since Split-or-Johnson involves a recursion on the size of both V1 and V2, this gets
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multiplied by m2 at most: the bound on the additional time manages to cover
everything.
Our case (a) corresponds to “Case 1” in §6.2, while case (b) corresponds to
“Case 2a”; case (c) crams together “Case 2b” and “Case 3”, since they both invoke
Split-or-Johnson. Part of the multiplicative cost of this case comes from Split-or-
Johnson itself, which works by fixing images of a certain number of points (or
parts, but fixing the image of a point in the part implies fixing the image of the
whole part) of V2; there are other costs, depending on the path we are taking in
§6.2: in “Case 2b”, we fix the image of a number of points of Γ that is ≤ 4 if we
assume CFSG, while in “Case 3” we do the same with ≤ O(log n) points though
the Design Lemma.
Let us make constants explicit, in order to obtain the exponent in the statement
of case (c). First, before arriving to Split-or-Johnson as we said we fix either 4
or O(log n) points of Γ: more precisely, in the second alternative we fix at most a
number of points that is < 110m and ∼ C log n for some C > 1log 2 . We can choose
a C < 1.73036: for n ≥ 1046 in fact (true by Remark 3.5) there is an integer in
the interval
(
1
log 2 logn, 1.73036 logn
)
; on the other hand, m > 22 log2 n ensures
that 1.73036 logn < 115 log
2 n < 110m, and the other condition is satisfied as well.
From the bound on n, 4 is certainly smaller than 1.73036 logn, so we can suppose
that the latter is our bound on the number of elements considered up until now.
Let us focus on Split-or-Johnson now. The Split-or-Johnson procedure itself
(SoJ, Thm. 5.3) fixes 1 element and then, if it does not terminate, calls Bipartite
Split-or-Johnson (BSoJ, Prop. 5.7); call T (m, v) the number of elements fixed by
BSoJ when |V2| = v. The base case is v ≤ (6 logm) 32 , and here the multiplicative
cost is at most v!; using Robbins’s bound [15] for factorials:
v! <
√
2pivv+
1
2 e−v+
1
12v
(the latter being an increasing function), the cost is in turn bounded by:
√
2pi(6 logm)
3
2
(
(6 logm)
3
2+ 12
)
e−(6 logm)
3
2+ 112 (6 logm)
− 3
2 = mf(m) logm
where:
f(m) =
3
√
6(3 log logm+ 3 log 6− 2)√
logm
+
3 log logm+ log(63 · 4pi2)
4 log2m
+
(72
√
6)−1
log
7
2 m
For m ≥ 1046 we have f(m) < 25.69586. Now suppose we are outside the base
case; first, we apply the Design Lemma again, for a cost of at most:
v6⌈
logm
log v ⌉ < v12
logm
log v = m12
Then we fall again into two subcases: either we recur to a new v that is ≤ 23 times
the old v, with no other cost along the way, or we pass through Coherent Split-or-
Johnson (CSoJ, Prop. 5.8) and recur to ≤ 12 times the old v, with 1 more element
fixed in the process (in both cases, it might also happen that we exit the recursion,
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which is even better); the two situations lead to bounds T (m, v) ≤ m12T (m′, 23v)
and T (m, v) ≤ m13T (m′, 12v) respectively, where m′ may be smaller than m but
still > 23m, or we would exit the recursion again. Since v < m and given the bound
in the base case, we obtain in the end:
T (m, v) ≤ m25.69586 logm ·max{m12 log3/2m,m13 log2m} = m(25.69586+ 12log 3/2 ) logm
and the overall multiplicative cost of both SoJ and its setup is at most:
m1.73036 log n ·m ·m(25.69586+ 12log 3/2 ) logm < m57.16569 log n
using 1046 ≤ m ≤ n.
Our case (c1) is the “split” case of SoJ, while case (c2) is the “Johnson” case.
We have explicitly written in our statement what the sentence “we can find [...] a
Johnson scheme embedded in [...] Γ” means in the statement of that theorem: in
particular, the fact that the objects that when permuting induce a permutation
of V1 may be the parts of B′ (instead of being directly the elements of V2) is due
to the use of Ex. 2.18 inside CSoJ, where from a graph made of elements of V2 we
pass to a contracted graph made of its parts.
Remark 3.11. The multiplicative cost described in case (c) of Theorem 3.10
means the following: since a permutation in G induces also an even permutation
of Γ, for any choice of s points x1, . . . , xs ∈ Γ each isomorphism from x to y falls
into a particular coset of the stabilizer of these points; these cosets are one for
each possible choice of images of the points in Γ.
Call N the preimage in G of Alt(Γ)(x1,...,xs), found in time O(n
5) by Corol-
lary 2.4e (N need not be normal in G: we call it N in analogy to Proposition 3.3);
[G : N ] ≤ ms, so again by Corollary 2.4c we can write an element σi of each coset
of N in time O(n5 +msn3). Thus the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) reduces
to ≤ ms′ problems of determining IsoN (x,yi), because:
IsoG(x,y) =
⋃
i
IsoN (x,y
σ
−1
i )σi
exactly as in Proposition 3.3. It is important to consider that s′ as above, the
exponent of the multiplicative cost, is not the same as s (despite them being
certainly related) and is indeed smaller: the fact is that the elements of Γ are not
all indistinguishable (due to the presence of V1, V2), so many possibilities for the
choice of x1, . . . , xs are as a matter of fact forbidden; seen in a different light, many
of the IsoN that emerge are known to be empty without the need for computing
them, as they do not make V1, V2 correspond in x and y
σ
−1
i .
Now that the situation described in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.10 has been
split into its various cases, we show how to treat each of them while making at
least one among our parameters n, |B|,m decrease.
Corollary 3.12. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω → Σ be two strings;
let B be a system of blocks such that G acts on it as Alt(Γ) acts on (Γ
k
)
, where
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|Γ| = m and |B| = (m
k
)
. Suppose that m > 22 log2 n; suppose also that, fixing the
images (yi)
s
i=1 of some elements (xi)
s
i=1 ⊆ Γ, we can find a coloured partition of
Γ in which each part has size ≤ α|Γ| (with α ≤ 23).
Then, if N is the preimage of Alt(Γ)(x1,...,xs) inside G, N divides Ω into a
system B′ of orbits and/or blocks (at least as coarse as B) of size ≤ 23 |Ω|. Moreover,
for any orbit ∆ with |∆| > 23 |Ω|, B′|∆ is nontrivial and strictly coarser than B|∆
and its elements are k-subsets of blocks of B all contained in the same colour Γ0 of
Γ of size > 23 |Γ|; also, the stabilizer of blocks of B′|∆ coincides with the stabilizer
of blocks of Γ0.
Proof. This corollary covers cases (a) and (c1) of Theorem 3.10. The focus on N
is due to the reduction to the problem of determining IsoN (x,y
σ−1 ) featured in
Remark 3.11, where σ ∈ G is an element that sends each xi to yi.
We have a coloured partition C on Γ with parts of size ≤ α|Γ| (with α ≤ 23 );
we can repeat the same reasoning as in Corollary 3.8 (the case m > 22 log2 n and
Γo nontrivial) and show that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 hold here. By this
lemma, Ω itself has a coloured partition C′ that is at least as coarse as B and
whose parts are also of size ≤ 23 |Ω|: the fact that N respects the colours of C′
means that elements with different colours will not be sent to each other, i.e. they
sit in different orbits, while respecting the parts with the same colours translates
to sending all the elements of one part to the same part, i.e. moving them as a
block.
If we are in an orbit ∆ of size > 23 |Ω|, it means that inside C′ we are in a colour
of size > 23 |Ω|, so that it will also have to be divided into smaller parts with the
same colour: therefore, B′|∆ is nontrivial and strictly coarser than B|∆, since each
part will contain not all blocks and at least two blocks of B. Using the reasoning
in Lemma 3.4, ∆ must come from a Γ0 as in our statement, and by our description
of C′ in that lemma the block stabilizer of B′|∆ contains the block stabilizer of Γ0;
the other direction also holds: in fact, the only case in which a σ permutes blocks
of Γ0 without permuting anything in B′|∆ is when ∆ represents k-subsets of Γ0
intersecting all parts of Γ0 equally, but then there would be only one block in B′|∆
itself in contradiction with the fact that |∆| > 23 |Ω|.
This corollary divides Ω into orbits and blocks that are coarser than the original
B: this makes n decrease and/or the block size increase.
Corollary 3.13. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω → Σ be two strings;
let B be a system of blocks such that G acts on it as Alt(Γ) acts on (Γ
k
)
, where
|Γ| = m and |B| = (m
k
)
. Suppose also that there exist sets Sx, Sy ⊆ Γ of size
> 12 |Γ|, canonical for x,y respectively, such that for any σ ∈ Alt(Sx) there is an
element of AutG(x) inducing σ on Sx (and similarly for y).
Then in time O(n10) we can reduce the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to
determining four sets IsoN (x,yi), where N induces orbits of size ≤ 23 |Ω|.
Proof. This corollary covers case (b) of Theorem 3.10.
If pi is the map going from G to Alt(Γ) mentioned in the statement, define
N = pi−1(Alt(Γ)(Sx)): we can find N in time O(n
10) by Corollary 2.4d-2.4e. Also,
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define N ′ = pi−1(Alt(Γ)Sx): since Sx is canonical for x, AutG(x) stabilizes Sx
setwise, which means that it is contained inside N ′. For any even permutation of
Γ sending Sx to Sy, we can find a preimage τ ∈ G in time O(n10) by Corollary 2.4d;
we have:
IsoG(x,y) = IsoG(x,y
τ−1)τ = IsoN ′(x,y
τ−1)τ = AutN ′(x)IsoN (x,y
τ−1)τ
using Lemma 2.6a, the fact that Gτ = G, and (by canonicity) the fact that any
string isomorphism between x and yτ
−1
must stabilize Sx.
Now we have to describe AutN ′(x): by the canonicity of Sx, it is equal to
AutG(x). Since by hypothesis Alt(Sx) is contained in AutG(x), there exist two
elements in AutG(x) that induce two generators of Alt(Sx); to find them, we
can take preimages σ1, σ2 of these two generators in G (again in time O(n
10)
by Corollary 2.4d) and then determine the sets AutNσi(x) = IsoN (x,x
σ
−1
i )σi for
i = 1, 2: any two elements τ1, τ2 inside them will give us the whole AutN ′(x), since
this is 〈A ∪ {τ1, τ2}〉 for any set A of generators of AutN (x). We have reduced
the problem to the four problems IsoN (x,yi) with y1 = x, y2 = y
τ−1 , y3 = x
σ
−1
1 ,
y4 = x
σ−12 .
We still have to prove that N has the property described in the statement. The
partition {Sx,Γ \Sx} can be seen as a coloured partition where Sx and Γ \Sx are
two parts of different colours (if Sx = Γ then the second part is empty, but this
will not be a problem): reading the proof of Lemma 3.4, we see that each subset
Ωa collecting (the elements contained in blocks corresponding to) the k-subsets of
Γ containing a > 0 elements of Γ \ Sx is of size ≤ 23 |Ω|; on the other hand, the
blocks corresponding to k-subsets of Sx are stabilized by N since this subgroup
stabilizes Sx itself pointwise. Therefore N has only orbits of size ≤ 23 |Ω|.
Again, this corollary makes n decrease and/or the block size increase by divid-
ing Ω into orbits and blocks coarser than B.
Corollary 3.14. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω → Σ be two strings;
let B be a system of blocks such that G acts on it as Alt(Γ) acts on (Γ
k
)
, where
|Γ| = m and |B| = (m
k
)
. Suppose also that, fixing the images (yi)
s
i=1 of some
elements (xi)
s
i=1 ⊆ Γ, we can find two disjoint sets V1, V2 ⊆ Γ, with V2 divided
into a system of (possibly size 1) blocks G with (|G|
k′
)
= |V1| ≥ 23 |Γ| for some
k′ ≥ 2, and a bijection between V1 and
(G
k′
)
such that each element of G, seen as
a permutation in Sym(G), also induces the natural permutation of V1 given by the
previous identification.
Then, if N is the preimage of Alt(Γ)(x1,...,xs) inside G and ∆ ⊆ Ω is an orbit
induced by N of size > 23 |Ω|, N |∆ respects a system B′ of blocks inside ∆ (at least
as coarse as B|∆), and if M is the stabilizer of B′ then N |∆/M ≤ Sym(G) (and
|G| < 1 +√2m).
Proof. This corollary covers case (c2) of Theorem 3.10. The focus on N is due
to the reduction to the problem of determining IsoN (x,y
σ−1 ) featured in Re-
mark 3.11, where σ ∈ G is an element that sends each xi to yi.
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We can see {V1, V2,Γ \ (V1 ∪ V2)} as a coloured partition on Γ, where the last
two parts are of size ≤ 13 |Γ| combined. Looking at the proof of Lemma 3.4, each
subset Ωa collecting (the elements contained in blocks corresponding to) the k-
subsets of Γ containing a > 0 elements of Γ\V1 is of size ≤ 23 |Ω|; thus, the orbit ∆
(if it exists at all) can only be one of the orbits collecting k-subsets of Γ entirely
contained in V1.
An element B ∈ B|∆ corresponds to a k-subset R of V1 and each element of
R is a k0-subset of G; each element of N |∆ induces a permutation of G, so any
two subsets R,R′ whose elements cover the same blocks of G (rather, their union
does) move together under the action of N |∆, i.e. they are in a same block of
∆. A system of blocks B′ is therefore at least as coarse as the system formed by
collecting all the B corresponding to the R based on the same blocks of G, which
is in turn at least as coarse as B; the image of a block B′ ∈ B′ is determined by
the movement of the blocks of G, since a permutation of G determines the new
k0-subsets of G represented in V1, so N |∆/M ≤ Sym(G).
The fact that |G| < 1+√2m, which will be helpful in the recursion process, is
evident from the hypotheses we made in the statement: since V1 ⊆ Γ is in bijection
with
(G
k′
)
and k′ ≥ 2 we have m ≥ (|G|2 ) > (|G|−1)22 , and the inequality follows.
This corollary either decreases n or reduces the degree of the symmetric group
that contains G (as an abstract group, in the sense that we do not care about the
precise action). In fact, while recursing through Cameron-Maro´ti in this circum-
stance, if G is not too small we will obtain a subgroup of G that is Alt(Γ′) for
some Γ′, and |Γ′| ≤ 1 +√2m where m was the size of the old Γ.
3.2 The algorithm, not assuming CFSG
Now we examine what the algorithm looks like when we are not assuming CFSG:
the result by Cameron and Maro´ti, which provided us with the initial crossroads
to guide us in the recursion, does not hold anymore. On the other hand, the
fact that the action of G/N on B is the same as the action of Alt(Γ) on (Γ
k
)
(in Theorem 3.7b, Corollary 3.8c and beyond) is not always essential: in many
occasions the important fact is that each block of B corresponds to a k-subset of
a certain Γ, but G/N may act on it as some H ≤ Sym(Γ), and not necessarily as
H = Alt(Γ). We will see this in the next results.
We start with our new building block, a result due to Pyber [13] that replaces
Cameron-Maro´ti and does not depend on CFSG.
Theorem 3.15. Let |Γ| = m and let G ≤ Sym(Γ). Do not assume CFSG. If G
is primitive, then one of the following alternatives holds:
(a) |G| ≤ m8⌈4 log2m⌉ log2m;
(b) G is either Sym(Γ) or Alt(Γ);
(c) G is transitive but not doubly transitive.
Proof. See the proof of [13, Thm. A].
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Let us tackle each of these alternatives that emerge in our determination of
IsoG(x,y). We start again with the case of G/N small enough to be able to
effectively use Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.16. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω→ Σ be two strings;
let B be a system of blocks preserved by G, and call N the stabilizer of B: suppose
that there are a set Γ of size m and a bijection between B and (Γ
k
)
(for some k)
such that the action of G/N on B corresponds to the action of some H ≤ Sym(Γ)
on
(
Γ
k
)
. Do not assume CFSG.
If |H | ≤ m8⌈4 log2m⌉ log2m, or if m ≤ 22 log2 n, then we can reduce the prob-
lem of determining IsoG(x,y) to determining ≤ m68 log2 n sets of isomorphisms
IsoN (x,yi), in time O(m
68 log2 nn10) and at no multiplicative cost.
Proof. The proof is very similar to part of the proof of Corollary 3.8, as expected:
the current proposition corresponds to the route taken by Corollary 3.8a. We add
that, if we know both Γ and the bijection, it is a polynomial-time task to find out
whether the conditions on H are satisfied: we can calculate |H | in time O(m5) by
Corollary 2.4a, which will tell us if either condition is true.
First, |H | is always bounded by m! ≤ mm+ 12 e1−m. For m ≤ 5656 we have(
m+ 12
)
logm + 1 −m ≤ 67 log3m, while for m ≥ 5657 we have 4 log2m > 49.8
and then ⌈4 log2m⌉ ≤ 5150 4log 2 logm; hence, for any m:
|H | ≤ m8⌈4 log2m⌉ log2m =⇒ |H | ≤ mmax
{
67, 5150
32
log2 2
}
log2m
< m68 log
2m
As for m ≤ 22 log2 n, this implies easily that |H | < mm ≤ m22 log2 n: as 22 < 68,
we can conclude the proof by producing all the elements of G/N and working as
in Proposition 3.3.
Case (b) of Theorem 3.15 is extremely similar to the process followed in the
CFSG case, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.17. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω→ Σ be two strings;
let B be a system of blocks preserved by G, and call N the stabilizer of B: suppose
that there are a set Γ of size m and a bijection between B and (Γ
k
)
(for some k)
such that the action of G/N on B corresponds to the action of H = Sym(Γ),Alt(Γ)
on
(
Γ
k
)
. Do not assume CFSG.
If m > 22 log2 n, then we reduce the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to one
of the following:
(a) determining ≤ 8 sets IsoN ′(x,yi), where N ′ divides Ω into orbits of size ≤
2
3 |Ω|;
(b) determining m57.87951 logn sets IsoN ′(x,yi), where N
′ divides Ω into a system
of orbits and/or blocks B′ (at least as coarse as B) such that if there is an
orbit ∆ of size > 23 |Ω| then either:
(b1) B′|∆ is nontrivial and strictly coarser than B|∆, with stabilizer of B′|∆
equal to the block stabilizer of the large colour of Γ (in the sense of Corol-
lary 3.12), or
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(b2) if M is the stabilizer of B′|∆, N ′|∆/M acts on B′|∆ as some H ′ ≤
Sym(Γ′) acts on
(
Γ′
k′
)
with |Γ′| < 1 +√2m.
The time necessary for this reduction is the cost of 12m
2anaa! calls of the whole
algorithm for strings of length n
a
where 1log 2 logn < a < 1.73036 logn and for a
group that is abstractly inside Sym(m), plus some additional time O(m3an11).
Proof. First, in the case of H = Sym(Γ) we can reduce the problem to 2 sets
with H = Alt(Γ). Now we are exactly in the case described in Corollary 3.8c;
we can retrace all the steps from Theorem 3.10 to Corollary 3.14, and the results
correspond to one of the final situations thereby reached: case (a) corresponds to
Corollary 3.13 (where 4 becomes 8 because of the aforementioned reduction from
Sym to Alt), case (b1) corresponds to Corollary 3.12, and case (b2) corresponds
to Corollary 3.14.
We need only to justify two things: first, how to obtain the action in part
(b2) rather than only a bound on the degree of N |∆/M like in Corollary 3.14
(as we observed, this stronger statement is necessary for the recursion, given the
unavailability of Cameron-Maro´ti); second, how to obtain the exponent in part
(b), again in light of the fact that CFSG is no longer available.
Let us start with the first problem. Following the reasoning up to Corol-
lary 3.14, we ended up finding two disjoint sets V1, V2 ⊆ Γ and a partition G of V2
that respect the various hypotheses mentioned in the corollary, and in its proof
we find a system of blocks B′|∆ on an orbit ∆ of size > 23 |Ω| (if such an orbit
exists) such that the action of N |∆ is induced by the permutations of G, up to
the stabilizer of the system. If k = 1, B corresponds to Γ itself: therefore ∆ of
size > 23 |Ω| must correspond to V1 itself, and by hypothesis the permutations of G
induce permutations of V1 in a way that respects the bijection V1 ↔
(G
k′
)
(G is then
the sought Γ′). If k ≥ 2, we can use Lemma 3.6 to prove that ∆ is further split
into blocks that are strictly coarser than B: in that lemma, we use Γ′,Γ,B to refer
in this situation to G, V1,B|∆ respectively; we only have to show that the bounds
on |G| hold. If m > 22 log2 n, by Remark 3.5 we have m ≥ 1046; |V1| ≥ 23m, so
that |V1| ≥ 698: whatever will be our choice of k′, we have 698 ≤
(|G|
k′
) ≤ ( |G|⌊ 12 |G|⌋),
hence |G| ≥ 12.
Let us move now to the second problem. The only moment in which CFSG
has been used is when we said that it is sufficient to fix the image of at most 4
points in “Case 2b” of [9, §6.2] before passing to Split-or-Johnson: this 4 is just
5− 1, where 5 is the maximum degree of transitivity of a permutation group that
is neither the whole symmetric group nor the alternating group; without CFSG,
the bound is weaker, and it supersedes the 1.73036 logn obtained in “Case 3”.
Now we turn ourselves to the computation of the exponent. We start with a
bound from Wielandt’s dissertation [20], namely that for any d-transitive permu-
tation group G ≤ Sym(n) with G 6= Sym(n),Alt(n) we have:
n− d ≥
(
d
⌊ 45d⌋
)
(3.7)
For n ≥ 1046, (3.7) is true for any d ≤ 15; suppose now that d ≥ 16. Using again
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Robbins’s bounds [15] for factorials, this time in both directions:
√
2pinn+
1
2 e−n+
1
12n+1 < n! <
√
2pinn+
1
2 e−n+
1
12n
we get: (
d
αd
)
>
1√
2pi
d−
1
2α−αd−
1
2 (1− α)−(1−α)d− 12 e− 112αd− 112(1−α)d (3.8)
Both − 1
x
and − (dx+ 12) log x are concave in [15 , 45] for d ≥ 16, so the expression
on the RHS of (3.8) with α =
⌊ 45d⌋
d
is larger than the same expression with α =
4
5d
d
= 45 ; therefore:
logn > log
1√
2pi
− 1
2
log d−
(
4
5
d+
1
2
)
log
4
5
−
(
1
5
d+
1
2
)
log
1
5
− 25
48d
>
> −0.00265− 0.5 log d+ 0.50040d− 0.52083
d
> 0.41155d
where the last inequality holds by our bound on d. Hence d < 2.42984 logn, a
bound that, as we said before, supersedes the previous 1.73036 logn.
To conclude, we compute the new exponent of the multiplication cost; remem-
ber that we also have a possible multiplication by 2. This all amounts to:
logm 2 + 2.42984 logn+ 1 +
(
25.69586+
12
log 3/2
)
logm < 57.87951 logn
for 1046 ≤ m ≤ n.
Finally, we treat case (c) of Theorem 3.15. Generally speaking, the reasoning
is a shortened version of the one covered in the previous proposition, so that the
conclusions are similar to the previous ones but with a lower multiplicative and
additive cost.
Proposition 3.18. Let |Ω| = n, G ≤ Sym(Ω) and let x,y : Ω→ Σ be two strings;
let B be a system of blocks preserved by G, and call N the stabilizer of B: suppose
that there are a set Γ of size m and a bijection between B and (Γ
k
)
(for some k)
such that the action of G/N on B corresponds to the action of some H ≤ Sym(Γ)
on
(
Γ
k
)
. Do not assume CFSG.
If m > 22 log2 n and H is transitive but not doubly transitive, then in time
O(m14) we reduce the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to determining m
56 logm
sets IsoN ′(x,yi) where N
′ divides Ω into a system of orbits and/or blocks B′ (at
least as coarse as B) such that if there is an orbit ∆ of size > 23 |Ω| then either:
(a) B′|∆ is nontrivial and strictly coarser than B|∆, with stabilizer of B′|∆ equal
to the block stabilizer of the large colour of Γ (in the sense of Corollary 3.12),
or
(b) if M is the stabilizer of B′|∆, N ′|∆/M acts on B′|∆ as some H ′ ≤ Sym(Γ′)
acts on
(
Γ′
k′
)
with |Γ′| < 1 +√2m.
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Proof. If H is transitive but not doubly transitive, we can determine the nontrivial
orbits of the action of H on
(
Γ
2
)
in time O(m6) by Lemma 2.5; giving to each orbit
its own colour, we can make
(
Γ
2
)
into a coherent configuration in time O(m10 logm)
(mostly due to Weisfeiler-Leman, see [9, §§2.3-2.5]): the result would be a nontriv-
ial homogeneous coherent configuration, where homogeneity is consequence of the
fact that this is a canonical process and H moves every point of Γ to any other,
so that we are unable to distinguish them with different colours.
Now we can use SoJ directly, without the preparatory work that was required
in Theorem 3.10c. The additive cost has been already calculated as part of the
proof of Theorem 3.10, although now the most expensive step is in the colouring
of BSoJ, which costs O(m12) and gives O(m14) in the end; Theorem 3.10 contains
also the computations for the multiplicative cost, which now is:
m ·m(25.69586+ 12log 3/2 ) logm = m( 1logm+25.69586+ 12log 3/2 ) logm < m56 logm
using the fact that Remark 3.5 implies m ≥ 1046. The shape of the action of
N ′|∆/M on B′|∆ in part (b) is again proved as in part (b2) of Proposition 3.17,
i.e. resorting to Lemma 3.6.
All these cases reduce to some sort of recursion with lower parameters, either
by decreasing n or m or increasing the block size. This works exactly as in the
CFSG case.
4 Main theorem
We are at last ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
The group-theoretic results to which we keep returning in our recursions are
Theorem 3.7 in the CFSG case and Theorem 3.15 in the CFSG-free case; we have
already declared this multiple times, but we repeat it here (now with references,
though): except for exiting through the base cases given in Remark 3.1 and Propo-
sition 3.9 and for breaking down Ω into smaller orbits through Proposition 3.2, the
only other alternatives are that on a large chunk of Ω either the system of blocks B
on which we are working becomes coarser and coarser (the conclusion featured in
Corollary 3.12, Proposition 3.17b1 and Proposition 3.18a) or the group in which we
are operating is contained in a symmetric group of degree smaller and smaller (the
conclusion featured in Corollary 3.14, Proposition 3.17b2 and Proposition 3.18b).
Proof of Thm 1.1. To determine the multiplicative cost of the procedure and prove
the theorem, we are going to do the following. Let us start in medias res: we are
working on a certain orbit ∆ of Ω, of size |∆| = n′ ≤ n, divided into a system
of blocks B, of size |B| = r ≤ n′, such that the group G/N permuting the blocks
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym(m), of degree m ≤ r; we call M(n′, r,m) the
multiplicative cost that we incur from this moment until we manage to make each
block into an orbit of its own.
Depending on the specific action that we are going to take among the ones
at our disposal, we will reduce to different cases with smaller parameters at some
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multiplicative cost, and this will provide us with bounds on our function M . For
the sake of notation, we are going to perform our computations by bounding logM
instead ofM , so that the focus will be on the exponents of the quantities involved.
The first possible action, following from Corollary 3.8a and Proposition 3.16,
is to directly pass to the stabilizer of the system, thus making each block into an
orbit: this concludes the calculation of M with no reduction, and it costs at most
22 logm log2 n′ in the CFSG case and 68 logm log2 n′ in the CFSG-free case; these
are direct lower bounds for logM(n′, r,m), therefore:
logM(n′, r,m) ≥ K1 logm log2 n′ (4.1)
for K1 = 22, 68 appropriately.
The second action, following from Corollary 3.13 and Proposition 3.17a and (in
case there are only orbits of size ≤ 23 |Ω|) from Corollaries 3.12-3.14 and Proposi-
tions 3.17b-3.18, consists in reducing n′ (and consequently r) by a fraction at least
as small as 23 ; this costs at most K2 logm logn
′, where K2 = 57.16569 assuming
CFSG and K2 = 57.87951 without CFSG, hence:
logM(n′, r,m) ≥ K2 logm logn′ + logM
(
2
3
n′,
2
3
r,m
)
(4.2)
The third action, following (in case there is an orbit of size > 23 |Ω|) from Corol-
lary 3.12 and Propositions 3.17b1-3.18a, creates a new system of blocks strictly
coarser than the original B, at a cost of at most K2 logm logn′: what happens
is, we have first to work on the coarser system, then after we have stabilized each
coarser block we have to work on each one of them as the new orbit and the finer
blocks as the new system; since the stabilizer of coarser blocks coincides with some
block stabilizer of Γ, we also get m′, m
m′ instead of m in the two steps, for some
2 ≤ m′ ≤ m2 . The bound on logM(n′, r,m) given by this action is:
logM(n′, r,m) ≥ K2 logm logn′ + logM(n′, r′,m′) +
+ logM
(
n′
r′
,
r
r′
,
m
m′
)
(4.3)
where 2 ≤ r′ ≤ r2 is the size of the coarser system.
The fourth action, following (in case there is an orbit of size > 23 |Ω|) from
Corollary 3.14 and Propositions 3.17b2-3.18b, reduces the degree of the minimal
symmetric group containing G, at a cost of at most K2 logm logn
′; therefore:
logM(n′, r,m) ≥ K2 logm logn′ + logM(n′, r, 1 +
√
2m) (4.4)
Now let us prove that:
logM(n′, r,m) = log2 n′(a logm+ b log r) (4.5)
satisfies the four conditions for some appropriate constants a, b.
Since m ≤ r, in order to have (4.1) we have simply to ask a+ b ≥ K1; now, if
either n′ or m is smaller than 1046 we are using the first action, so to prove the
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other bounds we can assume the opposite. For n′ ≥ 1046 we have log2 ( 23n′) <
log2 n′ − 34 logn′, so:
K2 logm logn
′ + log2
(
2
3
n′
)(
a logm+ b log
(
2
3
r
))
<
< log2 n′(a logm+ b log r) +K2 logm logn′ − 3
4
logn′(a logm+ b log r)
and since m ≤ r in order to have (4.2) it is sufficient to ask 34 (a + b) > K2. For
(4.3), using log2 n
′
r′ < log
2 n′ − log r′ logn′ and log m
m′ ≥ log 2 the sufficiency of
(4.5) in this case is implied by:
f(log r′) = b log2 r′ − (a log 2 + b log r) log r′ +K2 logm ≤ 0 (4.6)
The function f(x) in the interval [log 2, log r− log 2] has its maximum in x = log 2,
being a quadratic polynomial with the minimum in x = 12 log r +
a log 2
2b >
1
2 log r;
evaluating f(log 2) and recalling that 1046 ≤ m ≤ r, (4.6) is in turn consequence
of:
b ≥ K2 logm
log 2(log r − log 2) −
K2 log 2
log r − log 2a ⇐= b ≥
K2 log 1046
log 2 log 523
(4.7)
To have (4.4), we notice that 1 +
√
2m < m0.55296 for m ≥ 1046; then:
log2 n′(a logm+ b log r) ≥ K2 logm logn′ + log2 n′(0.55296a logm+ b log r)
means simply a ≥ K20.44704 logn′ , so that a ≥ K20.44704 log 1046 is enough.
Putting together these conditions and considering our K1,K2, it turns out that
a = 18.39221 and b = 91.60517 with CFSG and a = 18.62187 and b = 92.74903
without CFSG are suitable choices for (4.5). The multiplicative cost of the whole
algorithm is bounded by M(n, n, n); thus we conclude that the multiplicative cost
is bounded by:
n109.99738 log
2 n with CFSG, n111.37090 log
2 n without CFSG.
Let us focus now on the action themselves. The first action entails firstly a re-
duction of the problem of determining IsoG(x,y) to a collection of IsoN (x,y
σ
−1
i
i )σi,
whose union is the original set, as seen in Proposition 3.3 or Remark 3.11: the
way this union is performed corresponds precisely to (C1), and the number of sub-
problems is equal to the multiplicative cost incurred during this action; then, each
stabilized block becomes an orbit of its own, in a reduction that corresponds to the
situation described in (C2) (see Proposition 3.2). This passage does not feature
any multiplicative cost, but it does multiply the number of atomic elements at the
end: however, since we have simply r blocks, the contribution of (C2) here, and
indeed the contribution of any nested series of (C2) acting throughout the entire
solving of the intermediate problem with parameters (n′, r,m), is at most r.
The second action features a reduction of Ω to orbits of size at most 23 |Ω|;
this can happen in two different ways. In the case of Corollaries 3.12-3.14 and
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Propositions 3.17b-3.18, after having fixed the image of a certain number of points
at a multiplicative cost we find orbits of such size, and then we examine each orbit
singularly: this is exactly as in the previous case, where each passage consists in
using (C1) and (C2), and the bounds on the atomic element multiplication are as
above. In the case of Corollary 3.13 and Proposition 3.17a, we are in a situation
where:
IsoG(x,y) = 〈AutN (x), τ1, τ2〉τ ′τ
where τ ′ ∈ IsoN (x,yτ−1) (to use the notation of the corollary); this corresponds
to (C3), and despite the multiplication cost being at most 4 or 8, there is no actual
growth in the number of atomic elements through this case.
The third and the fourth action create respectively (on the large orbit) a strictly
coarser system of blocks and a bijection on a permutation subgroup of strictly
smaller degree: this happens at a certain multiplicative cost, that corresponds to
a passage of the form shown in (C1) and multiplies the atomic elements by the
same quantity.
The various actions, as we already said, decrease at least one of the three
parameters n, r,m, and when r,m become too small n itself diminishes through
the use of the first action: hence, the procedure eventually stops when n = 1, the
trivial case of Remark 3.1. There is also a second way to stop the algorithm, and
that is Proposition 3.9: both cases correspond to the atom (A). The reduction
to (A)-(C1)-(C2)-(C3) has been proved; the actual writing of the expression is
done following the proofs of Proposition 3.3 (for (C1)), Proposition 3.2 (for (C2))
and Corollary 3.13 (for (C3)). The number of atomic elements, by the reasonings
above, is bounded by:
n · n109.99738 log2 n < n1+110 log2 n with CFSG
n · n111.37090 log2 n < n1+112 log2 n without CFSG
since its intermediate multiplication is bounded by rM(n′, r,m), and we are done.
Finally, let us tackle the runtime; we start at the end, this time. We have
already proved that there are at most n1+K log
2 n atomic elements constituting the
expression, and by Remark 3.1 and Proposition 3.9 we can treat each one in time
O(n6), so the bound on the runtime covers this final stage; now we go back to the
analysis of the recursion process that leads to it.
Call T (n′, r,m) the intermediate time cost, in an analogous fashion as we did
with M(n′, r,m); most of the computation for M also hold for T , but we have
to verify that the added time does not disrupt the final constants coming from
our multiplicative reasoning: we also suppose that T (n′, r,m) includes the cost of
performing Proposition 3.2 on the resulting orbits, so as to cover the time spent to
bridge one intermediate problem to the next one. For the first action, the bound
is as in Corollary 3.8a and Proposition 3.16, with the addition of the cost for the
reduction to single orbits:
T (n′, r,m) ≥ O(mK1 log2 n′n′10 + n′11)
As for the other three actions, let us start by working on the additive cost first;
recall that henceforth n′ ≥ r ≥ m ≥ 1046. The highest additive cost is featured in
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Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.17 and it involves the use of the runtime itself (for
smaller n′); supposing that we want to show that it is sufficient to ask T (n′, r,m) ≥
O(elog
2 n′(a logm+b log r)n′11), this cost is of order:
1
2
m2νn′νν! · elog2 n
′
ν (a logm+b log r)
n′11
ν11
+ 2m3νn′11 (4.8)
where ν = α logn′ for some 1log 2 < α < 1.73036. Notice that we write 2m
3νn′11
(i.e. with a 2 in front) in order to absorb the successive smaller costs, such as
the n′11 from Proposition 3.2, the n′10 from Corollary 3.13 and the m14 from
Proposition 3.18. For a, b ≥ 5, it is easy to prove that the first addend of (4.8) is
larger than the second: say for example n′ > 4, νν! > 1 and elog
2 n′
ν (a logm+b log r) >
e
1
3 log
2 n′(a logm+b) = m
a
3 log
2 n′n′
b
3 logn
′
> mν(2ν)11. Now let us bound the first
addend (without 12 ); its logarithm is:
2ν logm+ log(n′νν!) + log2
n′
ν
(a logm+ b log r) + log
n′11
ν11
<
< 3.46072 logn′ logm+ logn′ +
1
2
logm+ 0.86518 logn′ logm+
+ log2 n′(a logm+ b log r) − 2.30564 logn′(a logm+ b log r) + logn′11 <
< log2 n′(a logm+ b log r) + logn′11 + (5.82590− 2.30564a) logn′ logm
using log2 n
′
ν
< log2 n′ − logn′ log ν and 2.30564 < log ν < 12 logm. Therefore for
example a ≥ 3 gives us already enough leeway:
e(5.82590−2.30564a) log n
′ logm < 10−22
Now that the additive cost is accounted for, we continue with the multiplicative
one. Since we want to prove that a quantity multiplied by n′11 is larger than
its partial version multiplied by some fraction of n′11, we can just ignore this
polynomial cost. For the second action, we exploit the already existing margin left
out before: log2
(
2
3n
′) < log2 n′ − ( 34 + 3100) logn′, and for a + b ≥ 1 we are left
with a constant of:
e−
3
100 logn
′(a logm+b log r) <
1
4
in front of this part of the runtime. For the third action, if b is as on the right side
of (4.7), we can use
(
1 + 1100000
)
b as the new coefficient and going through (4.6)
we can cut ourselves a margin of:
e−
K2
100000 logn
′ logm <
49
50
The fourth action is treated in the same way: putting
(
1 + 1100000
)
a we carve out
a 4950 constant as well. This shows that we can take the same coefficient a, b as
before multiplied by 1 + 1100000 , because
49
50 + 10
−22 < 1; also, thanks to:
n109.99738(1+
1
100000 ) log
2 n < n110 log
2 n, n111.37090(1+
1
100000 ) log
2 n < n112 log
2 n
we achieve the bounds we wanted in the two cases for the runtime, too.
The theorem is proved.
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5 Concluding remarks
It is perhaps surprising that the exponents 110 and 112 for the CFSG and the
CFSG-free case are so close to each other (even closer, when we keep track of
decimals); to explain this phenomenon, observe where the use of CFSG makes a
difference in the computations. The moment in the proof where constants in the
two cases vary the most is the first action (where 22 comes from Corollary 3.8a
and 68 from Proposition 3.16), but this difference becomes irrelevant as the first
action has a relatively light cost that gets buried under other conditions. The
other moment is inside the determination of the exponents in Theorem 3.10 and
Proposition 3.17, which contain a 1.73036 and a 2.42984 in the two cases: this is
the difference that the final exponents in Theorem 1.1 inherit.
The constants are certainly improvable. They are ultimately based on the
choice of 23 in [9, Thm. 5.3], which gives birth in Lemma 3.4 to the constant 1046
from which everything else descends. Some of our calculations are quite careful
(maybe unnecessarily so), such as when we use Robbins’s bounds, which help us
save only very small quantities two digits after the decimal point: our objective in
doing so was to achieve a nice rounded integer in the main theorem; this does not
mean that it is not possible to save much more with much less effort.
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